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Right after my brother passed away, a very

wise person took me to buy a diary (I was

12, you have diaries at 12.) She literally

pulled me from the awkward funeral home

viewing and walked me right into

Hallmark. I still have that journal and

opened it up when I decided I wanted to

connect with more people that have lost a  

sibling. I realized then, the power of a

journal.

As I poured through the entries, I realized

the holes that it filled in my memories as

well as things I wished I'd thought to write.

Grief causes so many overwhelming
emotions that it's often hard to think
straight. That's why I journal regularly.

On the next page is a list of holiday-related

prompts to help you record some of your

favorite memories, current feelings, and

even letters to your person. I pray this helps

release some grief and lets you enjoy the

current holiday as much as you can.

Not sure where to find a journal? My

favorite ones are found in little stationery

stores while on vacation. When I don't have

one from my travels, I find great ones on

websites for Rifle Paper Co., Paper Source,

Papier, and Chronicle Books. If you're

looking for one right now, Target, Barnes &

Noble, Michaels Craft Stores, and art stores

are a great resource. In the end, though, all

you need is something to write with and

something to write on.

Yes, that is me and Andrew, it

was the 80s don't judge. Also,

this was for Easter and I hate

it as much now as I did then.

I mean, what is up with the

bow, collar, puff sleeves, and

let's not forget the bangs?!

Also, Andrew has on saddle

shoes.

happy holidays?happy holidays?



What is one of the best memories of this holiday?
If you knew the previous holiday would be your last
together, what would you have added in order to
make it even more special?
What is a tradition that you are thankful you have?
Why is it so special?
What is a new tradition you can start to honor or
remember or include your person?
What are you worried about missing this holiday?
Why?
What do you miss the most right now about their
absence?
Write a letter to them telling them about the holiday
you just had without them. Almost as if they were
overseas and couldn't attend.
Pick a negative emotion you are feeling. What thoughts
do you have tied to this emotion right now? What is an
emotion that is the opposite of your chosen emotion?
How can you flip those previous thoughts into a
positive?
Write a letter updating them on your life moments
since they left.
What is different this year other than your missing
person?
Make a list of positive holiday memories.
If there was a difficult holiday, what would 

How did this person make you feel during 
you say to them right now.

this holiday?

           Think about your person as you read the prompts below. Pick       
          the one that you most connect with right now. These don't 
   have to be written in any particular order. Also, it's okay if some of
these are negative. That was a reality, no life is perfect and people
will only read this if you let them.

Journal Prompts
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